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Methods for determining the route by which metabolites are
generated in living cells are critical for identifying disease-associated
metabolic pathways, to characterizing drug responses, and to guiding
metabolic engineering efforts.1,2 Current methods can distinguish
among alternative pathways of central carbon metabolism in steadily
growing cells on the basis of metabolite isotope labeling patterns
following feeding of partially labeled glucose.3 They are, however,
unable to adequately assess changes in metabolic fluxes that occur
in response to the alteration of environmental conditions. One important category of flux change, which characterizes the fed-fasting
transition as well as certain drug responses, involves the main route
of metabolite production shifting from de novo synthesis to macromolecule degradation.4,5 Here we present a method for quantitating
this type of flux change. The general experimental approach, kinetic
flux profiling (KFP), involves rapid switching of cells from
unlabeled to isotope-labeled nutrient and measuring the kinetics of
resulting assimilation of the label into cellular metabolites.6 The
approach is applied here to study the response of the amino acid
pools and fluxes of Escherichia coli to carbon starvation, a common
stressor experienced by bacteria in their natural environments.7 We
show that conducting KFP both shortly before and shortly after an
environmental perturbation (“differential KFP”) enables for the first
time reliable differentiation of metabolites formed from de novo
synthesis versus macromolecule decomposition.
To enable facile manipulation of the nutrient environment of E.
coli, we grow the cells on filters placed on an agarose-media support. Transfer of a cell-loaded filter to media containing isotopelabeled nutrient enables nondisruptive isotope switching on a 5 s
time scale.6 The ability to conduct the isotope-switch on a time
scale faster than turnover of intracellular metabolite pools is a requirement for obtaining high value KFP data. The filter culture
method also allows quick induction of carbon starvation by transferring the cell-loaded filter from glucose-containing minimal media
to media lacking a carbon source. Within 10 min of carbon-source
removal, metabolite concentration changes characteristic of carbonstarvation were triggered (e.g., ∼10 fold-increase for cyclic-AMP
and phosphoenolpyruvate and ∼10 fold-decrease for fructosebisphosphate).6,8 In contrast to the substantial alterations of the pools
of glycolytic compounds early during carbon starvation, amino acid
pools largely maintain homeostasis, implying balanced production
(influx) and consumption (efflux) of these metabolites (Supporting
Figure 1).6
To investigate how the fluxes through amino acid pools change
during carbon starvation, we performed KFP (with 15N-ammonia
as the isotope-labeled nutrient) in exponentially growing E. coli
(unstarved), E. coli starved of carbon for 10 min (starve-switch),
and E. coli which were carbon starved beginning 5 min after the
N-isotope switch (switch-starve) (Figure 1). For the switch-starve
condition, the brief 15N-exposure prior to induction of carbon
starvation labels most free amino acids without substantially labeling
protein. Establishing this dichotomy (labeled amino acids, unlabeled
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Figure 1. Differential-KFP of amino acid fluxes during carbon starvation
of E. coli. The left column illustrates the different experimental manipulations employed, and the right column illustrates the corresponding isotope
labeling results. Mean data for proline and CMP are shown by symbols
with error bars of ( 1 SE (n ) 3 independent experiments). The results for
alanine, lysine, methionine, threonine, tryptophan, and valine (which were
all similar to both each other and proline) are shown as the gray lines,
which are a smoothed fit to the experimental data (using the B-spline
function of Origin, version 6.0, OriginLab Corp., Northampton, MA). The
hatched lines show the simulation of the data by the differential equationbased model provided in the Supporting Information. Fraction unlabeled
) [signal of unlabeled compound]/[signal of all forms of compound].

protein) prior to the environmental perturbation proves critical to
deciphering the flux changes triggered by it.
As shown in Figure 1a, for unstarved E. coli, incorporation of
15N into free amino acids is very fast (g80% labeling is achieved
within 10 min). About 8% of the free amino acids remain unlabeled
even after growing on the 15N-containing media for 60 min,
10.1021/ja072997c CCC: $37.00 © 2007 American Chemical Society
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consistent with the release of unlabeled amino acids by the turnover
of proteins in growing E. coli.9
If glucose (the sole carbon source) is removed from the media
10 min prior to the N-isotope switch, ammonia still enters the
bacteria and is converted (albeit at a somewhat reduced rate
compared to exponentially growing cells) into the central intermediates of N-metabolism, glutamine, and glutamate (Supporting Figure
2). Both the speed and extent of N-labeling of downstream amino
acids is, however, much reduced (Figure 1b), indicating that their
de novo synthesis turns off. A trend toward a slight increase in the
fraction of unlabeled compound over time (i.e., the up-swing
between 10 and 60 min), suggests the possibility that macromolecule
degradation becomes the major source of amino acids shortly after
induction of carbon starvation.
One potential interpretation of the starve-switch data
(Figure 1b) is in terms of altered amino acid production (biosynthesis and protein degradation) during carbon starvation; another
is in terms of altered amino acid consumption (catabolism and/or
protein synthesis). The observed approximate homeostasis of amino
acid pools (Supporting Figure 1) implies that both explanations are
roughly equally correct: amino acid production and consumption
change in parallel. The observed difference in labeling patterns
sheds light specifically on the processes producing (but not those
consuming) amino acids, however, as de novo biosynthesis versus
protein degradation result in different labeling patterns. In contrast,
assuming, consistent with current literature, no compartmentation
of amino acids in E. coli,10 processes consuming amino acids do
not discriminate between labeled and unlabeled forms.
In light of these considerations, two explanations are plausible
for the results shown in Figure 1b: (1) total flux through amino
acid pools essentially halts during carbon starvation (i.e., protein
synthesis and degradation both happen very slowly; the observed
unlabeled amino acids were produced by de novo synthesis prior
to the N-isotope switch) or (2) although de novo amino acid
synthesis is turned off by carbon starvation, a considerable amount
of existing protein is degraded, and the resulting free amino acids
are catabolized to enable energy production and consumed by
proteome remodeling (the observed unlabeled amino acids were
largely produced by protein degradation).
These two scenarios are distinguished by the switch-starve
experiment (Figure 1c), in which free metabolites, but not protein,
were largely labeled before inducing carbon starvation. Qualitatively, the increase in the fraction of unlabeled free amino acids
upon induction of carbon starvation (despite 15N-ammonia being
the sole external N-source) indicates that an increasing fraction of
amino acids are generated by protein degradation.
The much higher extent of 15N-labeling at later time points of
the switch-starve relative to the starve-switch experiment implies
that total amino acid flux must be small since a high flux would
result in rapid convergence of the fraction labeling between the
two conditions. Thus, the unlabeled amino acids seen in the starveswitch condition were to a large extent members of the free amino
acid pool at the time of the N-isotope switch, rather than produced
by protein degradation.
Quantitatively, one can define a half-time for convergence of
the metabolite labeling of cells grown under identical conditions
but with different initial extents of labeling (see Supporting
Information). This half-time, which is approximately proportional
to pool size divided by metabolite flux, is roughly 50 min in the
data obtained in carbon-starved cells and implies a decrease in total
amino acid flux (de novo synthesis + protein degradation) of
approximately 20-fold during carbon starvation. A simplification
in the convergence half-time calculation is an assumption of fixed

fluxes throughout the carbon-starvation period. An alternative
quantitative treatment involves simulation of the fluxes and resulting
labeling data via a system of differential equations which includes
changing fluxes during the carbon-starvation period. Simulations
of this sort fit the data well (Figure 1, Supporting Figure 3), with
the fit shown in Figure 1 involving first-order decay of the de novo
flux to zero with a half-time of 4 min during carbon starvation and
exponential decay of the degradation flux to ∼20% of its initial
value with the same half-time. While a diversity of specific flux
patterns can fit the data, all involve a substantial reduction of the
total flux with the degradation flux decreasing less than the
biosynthetic one. Discussion of the relationship of these results to
prior literature is provided in the Supporting Information.
Patterns similar to those observed for the amino acids were also
found for cytidine monophosphate (CMP) (Figure 1 open circles),
suggesting that during carbon starvation, the total flux of nucleotides
into RNA likely also decreases profoundly, with a concomitant
increase in the fraction of the nucleotide flux coming from RNA
degradation relative to de novo synthesis.
In summary, differential-KFP takes advantage of the unique
ability of isotopes to shed light on molecules that are chemically
identical but have different “histories” (e.g., sources and times of
synthesis) to distinguish metabolites generated by macromolecule
degradation from those synthesized de novo. The same strategy
can presumably be applied to different classes of macromolecules
and their building blocks to gain insights about other physiological
changes. For example, using isotope-labeled glucose, differentialKFP should thus be able to distinguish conditions which halt
glycolytic flux from those which trigger a switch from use of
environmental glucose to intracellular glycogen as the carbon
source. Although demonstrated using E. coli, this approach should
be applicable to a wide spectrum of cell types including mammalian
cells in culture. For metabolites that exist as separated pools in
distinct eukaryotic intracellular compartments, however, mechanistic
interpretation of the data will need to take this into account. Despite
this complication, differential kinetic flux profiling is poised to
contribute to better understanding of dynamic metabolic responses
to a wide diversity of environmental conditions and signals.
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